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Colby Special Train
Leaves Saturday
11:20 A.M.
2 265
Tbe Campus
Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
All Class Elections
At Bookstore
Tuesday
Vol. XLI ORONO, MAINE, NOVEMBER 2, 1939
Nominations For Class
Officers Were Made In
Caucuses Last Tuesday
Seniors and Sophs
Pick 6 Athletes
As Candidates
VOTE ON TUESDAY
Senate Experiments
With New System
Of Nominating
Nominations for class officers were
made last Tuesday evening and the
names were released today through
the Student Senate. Actual voting
Int. Relations
Club Discusses
Foreign Policy
Three Phases Argued;
Coggeshall To Speak
At Next Meeting
"American Neutrality" was the sub-
ject of the nand discussion held by
the Internaticnal Relations Chili,
1Vednesday evening. October 2'
Three different aspects of the cmcs-
for class officers will be held 005- CM were discussed by George Ellis.
day, November 7. Margaret Philbrooke, and Myer Al-
Nominations for Senior class offices pert.
are as follows: president, Richard C.
Dyer. Harold Gerrish; vice president,
Kenneth Burr, Edward J. Cook. Jr.:
secretary. Alice Ann Donovan, Eliz-
abeth I.ibbey; treasurer, Malcolm W.
Roberts, Donald Smith.
Junior nominees for class offices
are: president, Brooks Brown. Jr..
James W. Harris; vice president,
Charles J. Arbor, Roger A. Stearns;
secretary, Virginia Moulton, Anna
E. Verrill; treasurer, Kenneth W.
Blaisdell, Samuel E. Tracy, Jr.
The sophomores will elect their
class officers front the following nom-
inees: president. Edward P. Barrows,
Nathaniel J. Crowley; vice president.
Robert J. French, Eugene Leger;
secretary. Cortna Kingsley, Gloria
Miniutti; treasurer, Samuel Dyer, Jr.,
Edward N. Robertson. 2nd.
Freshman candidates are: president.
Richard E. Martinez. Dwight C.
Moody; vice president, John P. Web-
ster, Kenneth F. Wright; secretary.
Helen M. Deering, Frances M. Dono-
van; treasurer, G. Milton Carter,
Frederick J. Shepard. 3rd.
These candidates were nominated
(Continued on Page Four)
War Prevents
Rhodes Awards
There will be no competition for
the Rhodes Scholarships this year,
Prof. Stanley R. Ashby, chairman of
the local committee, announced today.
Because of the war in Europe. the
Scholarships have been suspended un-
til further notice.
This suspension means not merely
that new appointments will not be
made. but also that the scholars ap-
pointed last year, who would normally
go into residence at Oxford this fall,
will remain in this country, and the
scholars now in residence at Oxford
will return home.
Such a turn of events, of course,
means great disappointment for all
the Rhodes scholars, and perhaps
serious difficulties for some, Dr. .t''sh-
by stated. Fortunately, an effort is
being made to provide for the di,-
;aced scholars in this country, and
it has already met with encouraging
success.
The American secretary, Dr. Frank
Aydelotte, reports that "A large mint-
her of leading graduate and prides- Sunday afternoon, etwoute to the
sional schools have already offered intramural game, I loosened the teins
the Rhodes scholars free tuition, and I on Shasta in front of Balentine and
some institutions have even been able told her to neigh for Mary. Mary
to offer more valuable scholarhips! came out in due time. I asked her if
or fellowships." sl.ic had a friend. because I had Great
Grandpa Overholt just up from the
Dickinson Talks Bliteriilge with me. Mary said sure
that there was the nicest new girl in
On Health Ass'n Ilalentine by the name of Ruth Rob-
bins. I asked her if she thought that
"Mental hygiene is an important Grandpa would like her. Mary's re-
psychological problem that deals with , y was that there was little doubt
the well-being of the community and in her mind. because Ruth was a blue-
the possibilities in the community for eyed blond with a face and figure like
educational work apart in im the 
. Cleiipatra. and simply wonderful. I
school curriculum," 
"ad" 111L! told her that she would have to he
Dickinson, head of the dcrarim" of I or that Grandpa would toss her out
psychology and founder of the Maine of the buoy. Mary said that she
Teachers' Mental Health Association. had tin qualms over the matter and
said recently in an interview with al d„hed to get her. s„meone asked
ampus reporter. 
' what we were going to the game at
"The Maine Teachers'Mental
Health Association was formed to
acquaint teachers and parents with the
fundamental factors of mental hy-
giene," said Dr. Dickinson.
The Association had a prominent
place in the program of the State
Teachers Convention as it is becom-
ing an important state-wide move.
toward a better understanding of
mental hygiene.
Margaret Philbrooke described the
provisions of present neutrality legis-
lation and more recent changes. Be-
:ore any changes were made, the act
stated that a country could he de-
clared in a state of war by either
Con:tress or the President. Now Con-
gress alone has this power. Miss
Philbrooke next presented in detail
the provisions of the act now before
Congress.
George Ellis supported the view
that America should maintain a cons-
Vete embargo on exports to bellige-
rents. First. he said, we must ascer-
tain our objectives. We must decide
whether we shall make use of Europe's
plight to stinmlate our trade or
whether we shall follow our con-
science and refrain from trading with
(Continued on Page Four)
Edwin Costrell
To Publish Thesis
Edwin Costrell, '38, now a graduate
fellow at Clark University, has had
Isis Master's thesis, "How Maine
N'iewed the War,- accepted to be
printed in the next issue of Journalism
Quarterly. a politica  devoted to
research in the field of journalism, it
was learned here recently.
Costrell, who received his Master's
degree here last June, has received
considerable publicity and favorable
praise for his study iin Maine public
opinion during the last ‘var.
In making this announcement. Prof.
Coggeshall. of the English depart-
' mem, said that it was unusual for a
Master's thesis to be published so
soon after its completion.
I A former editor of the Campusi (hiring his undergraduate years at the
University, Costrell was also active
in the International Relations Club
and the Contributors' Club. He was
• elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Costrell is now working for his
Doctor's degree in International Re-
lations at Clark University, Worces-
ter. Mass.
No. 7
The 'Academy' in Sess• ion  ',Determined Maine Eleven
To Meet Powerful Colby
At Waterville Saturday
asque Lacks Spontaneity;
Proves Weak, Unconvincing institutions. At that time the Col-
By cCampue Critic
The initial performance of the
Maine Masque's production of
"The Girl of the Golden West"
was disappointing in many of
its aspects. The lack of expe-
rience on the part of the direc-
tor, and the stiffness of some
members of the cast trans-
formed a potentially humorous
play into a weak parody of the
hectic days of the forty-niners.
On the whole, the play lacked
spontaneity. It lacked convinc-
ing profanity. And only occa-
sionally was its bawdy humor '
put across to the audience.
, I
The first two acts were slow ma
dragging. as a result of lifeless acting
on the part of too many members of
the cast. They could not build up
in the mind of the audience the illu-
sion of mining-camp life, half tender
and half hard but always broadly
hunionius. The third act showed a
mice was impressed by his complete
naturalness in the role, which he car-
ried with asmrance and no little
amount of skill. That he understood
the character he was portraying was
apparent in the manner in which he
:impressed all tendencies towards
over-acting latent in the role.
The Girl was brought to life by
Barbara Ashworth as she became the
' 1
Saloon. She was penalized, however,
in some of her hest scenes by the in-
adequate performance of John Robie,
obviously miscast as Dick Johnson-
Ramerrez, the road agent. The part
of Ramerrez called for a handsome,
daring. swaggering character. Robie
more than fulfilled the first qualifi-
A. A. U. W.
To Accept
All Degrees
Recognize Education,
Home Economics
Curricula
University of Maine women with an
A.B. degree ill Liberal Arts, A.B. and
B.S. degree in Education, B.S. in
Munk. Economics are now all admit-
ted as members of the American As-
imeiatIon of University Women ac-
ccircling to a recent letter to President
Arthur A. Hauck from Mary H.
lege of Arts and Sciences here at
lllaine was approved but not so the
School of Education or the depart-
I mem of Home Economics in the Col-
lege of Agriculture. Then, according
to the catalogue, the non-professional
subjects that were required in these
tviii departments on campus did not
fulfill the standards as set by that
I cominittee of the A.A.U.W.
Eligibility to membership in the
American Association of University
NVomen is retroactive. Therefore, all
graduates of the University of Maine
holding the degree of B.S. in Home
Economics are eligible to member-
ship. regardless of the date of gradu-
ation, stated Mary Smith in her letter
to the president.
The local branch annually sponsors
the opening stag dance of the year,
(Continued on Page Four)
Robert Dell Each Is After
To Address I First Series
Assembly 1 Victory
British Journalist Will BURR STILL OUT
Discuss The Men
Behind War Doc Gerrish May
Robert Dell. \dm for more than Play; Expect
thirty years has reported the Conti- Changes
nental scene for the Manchester
Guard:an, the London Daily Herald. 
B
a the Nation. will speak on "The
Men Behind the European Conflict" In an yeffilo.rt Gtaorfinpekirme
nd
it last
before a University assembly Tues- week's sad loss to the Bates'
day morning. November 14, in the eleven to be the only mar on itsSmith, secretary to the committee on Memorial Gymnasium.
Membership and :Maintaining Stan-
This organization, with a local respondent as "the man who has sur-
branch of the A.A.U.W. in Orono, vived and surpassed his own legend," 
v.rv_
Mr. Dell, who has been described lastyear'smilI   
seascn record and also to avenge
19-14 t 
defeat,uwrdiallyin an
i n v thea ddards. by a veteran American foreign cor- 
Maine itneerlBlack 
tc k 
Bears
 
h ils s 
approved universities as a whole from has covered nearly all the interim- 
 attempt 
 m 
Mules 
s 
just
tww 
what is 
is wha Colby.tthe time of its founding in 1882 until tional conferences held since the Paris White1933 when it discriminated according peace conference. His news despatch-
This annual grid event, becauseto degrees given within the various es and his critical articles have been
of its State Series importance,published in many American news-
papers and periodicals, andot thishe  
 a l especiallyryeadryshown 
abbeilitiayusoefBred in the "great Liberal tradi-
f
both teams, is due to draw a rec-
htia°sn'WoriftteBrn itniesah.sjoaunrdnablitsimng Mlycrit 
Dell
ord crowd.
foreshadowings of British policy. The major part of this week's prac-
Forecasting the results of Chamber- tice for the Maine team has consisted
lain's policy during 1938, he charged of fundamentals and the learning of new
that the premier was trying "to per- plays with the usual dummw scrimmage.
suade the Czechoslovaks to commit It is Coach Bruce's opinion that if the
national suicide" and characterized team plays as hard a physical game as
the Munich "guaranty" of indepen- they did against the Nutmeggers at
dence for the Czech nation as "a Storrs two weeks ago, a victory may
be its the horizon, not disregarding
the fact that Saturday's game is rec-
ognized as going to be a harder tussle
than was the Bates encounter. Pre-
dictions of the outcome of the coming
Colby match are, of course, far more
hazy than they would have been after
(Continued on Page Three)
piece of arrant hypocrisy."
Mr. Dell was expelled from France
in May, 1918, when he revealed the
secret peace negotiations between
President Poi ll care and an emissary
of the Austrian empire. The expul-
sion order was not cancelled until
1924.
Mr. Dell began his journalistic ca-
reer in London as a critic of art and
drama. founding the Burlington Mag-
azine, still the leading British art
magazine, in 1903. In 1906 he went to
Paris as correspondent for the Guar.
(Gall. His fearless reporting and writ-
clear improvement over the preced necessary - it for Miss Ashworth to Reproductions ing won him the universal respect
ing acts as the ',lasers shed their I carry the scenes in which they ap-
listlessnos and entered more sign- pearol tog‘ther. and the result was
• • Includes Specimens of
rously into the action of the play.
The excellent performances of a num-
ber of the players, however, bolstered
up the play considerably and made
some of its weaknesses less obvious.
Russ 1Viwiley as Jack Rance. gam-
bler and sheriff, was easily the most
outstanding personality on the stage.
He made believeable his role as the
"heavy" by his restrained acting, in
spite of the ridiculous moustache that
snuggled under Isis nose. The audi-
cation, but Isis stiffness and cold-
bloixleil love-making tended to weak-
en the action of the play. His opening
night performance lacked one CS!Ca-
tin] characteristic of a good actor—
he could not submerge himself into
his ride. His unresponsiveness made
caeca performance as the Girl, in
spite of her difficult position, augurs
well for her future in the Maine
amine.
In the so:mooing cast Lewis Chad-
wick, as "Sonora Slim" and Lloyd
Duggan, as the bartender, carried off
their parts well. Starbird, as
the "Sidney Duck." failed to give his
portrayal full interpretation and lost
(Continued on Page Four)
Bobo and Grandpa Report Eagles Sponsor
On Loco Pigskin Pow-Pow
100 for, when it didn't begin until
Owe:. I asked Mary if she was still
in Daylight time. She said no, but
that one of the girls in the dorm had
told lies two and, Aimee she is such
, a trusting soul that she passed the
word along to me, and believing what
he had been told had fallen down the
..lairs in a hurry to get down so she
wouldn't be late to the game.
I sald that we had to do something
until time for the game. Grandpa
thought it would be a good idea for
eve to plant daisies until three. I
decided that since I had to do ii any-
way. I might as well do it then. So
we all went out to the garden. Grand-
pa Overholt was afraid to sit on the
ground while I did the planting be-
cause of his rheumatism, and Ruth
Robbins. Ruthy to Grandpa by now,
had on a clean white skirt. So Mary
sat and held them.
By three Gratnp had got to the lo
name stage. Ruthy certainly vitalized
Cramp because he was acting as kit-
tenish as a leopard. I said that I
thought we had better go because I
wanted to sec whether Phi MU or
Kappa Sigma kicked off. Gramp had
never seen a football game before
and Ruthy tried to explain what cen-
ter, tackle. clawing. stiff-arming. bit-
ing. 'wilding. kicking, and passing
meant. Ile got same of the meaning,
but most of it from her expo. ;sive
eyes.
There weren't very many spectators,
mostly because it was so cold and
partly because of the game last Satur-
(Continued on Page Four)
Art Gallery
Lends Schools
Famous Masters;
Two Exhibits
Travelling collectiiiits of colored
reproductions of famous paintings are
available for the third successive year
through the extension service offered
by the University. according to Prof.
John H. Huddilston. head of the de- the Panhellenic Council announced to-
partment of fine arts and curator of day.
the University's gallery. Violet ilamilton
The thirty reproductions available .Mplia Omicron Pi.
have been divided into two exhibits,
to he lent for one month, in order to
snit the needs of smaller schools and
Dance Tomorrow dub,. The collection of thirty plc-
of the American newspapermen who
went to Europe as correspondents
during the first world war awl in
the post-war period.
Council Announces
Upperclass Pledges
A rally ihe:ce will be given under
the atispices of the Sophomore Eagles
on November 3, the eve of the IlAwine-
Gay game. in Alumni Gymnasium
from eight o'clock until eleven-thirty.
with music by Perley Reynolds and
his orchestra, it was announced re-
cce-fitly by Margaret Phillips, presi-
dent of the Eagles.
Dean Edith Wilson, Professor
George W. Small, and Capt. and Mrs.
Cicorge J. Lottpret will serve as
chaperons.
Perley Reynold's, with its student
mentliers, has added to its list Frosh
Ken Wright, trumpeter.
Three Students
Win Scholarships
Three scholarships awarded to un-
dergraduates for the current academic
year were announced here today by
President Arthur A. Hauck.
Edgar Thurlow Pitts, a sophomore
in the college of Arts and Sciences,
was awarded the Hancock County
scholarship.
The two Boston alumni scholar-
ships were awarded to Clarence Kitch-
r (lige, a junior in mechanical
engineering. and to George Carl Ris-
man, a junior in the college of Arts
and Sciences.
tunes, circulated during the last two
y ears, has been shown at twenty-three
high schisils in the state and in four
normal schools, and at Colby Coll( ge.
The reproductions of paintings are
in color. They represent such major
periods as the primitives, the rerais-
sauce, and modern and contemporary
masters. The Flemish school is re-
presented by Rubens. and Holbein
and 'hirer typify the German school.
The great Italian masters of the
renaissance are represented by Rapha-
el, Leonardo da Viisci, Correggio, and
others. W'histler's portrait of his
mother is the painting chosen to rep-
resent American art. Among the ex-
amples of the modern schoils are
paitaitigs by Manet. Degas. and Dan-
mier of the French school.
Marks To Edit
Literary Edition
Phyllis Marks, '40, has been ap-
pointed editor of the Caltiplls' literary
supplement, which will he published
November 23. Miss Marks has stated
that she will try to include selections
of as many writers as possible.
An English major, Miss Marks is a
member of the Campus staff, of the
Contributors' Club, the Arts Club,
and was author oi the Arts Club
revue two years ago.
Upperclass pledging to sororities
toak place Wednesday. October 25,
was pledged to
Chi Omega pledged Mavis Creamer.
Dorothy Wing. Alice Roth, Alice
Christie, Helen Weymouth. and Mu-
riel Pratt.
Patricia Ryan pledged Phi Mu.
Mary Boone and Madeline Banton
pledged Delta Delta Delta.
Pi Beta Phi plolged Cherrie
Thorne.
Four of the sororities held initia-
tion this week.
Delta Delta Delta initiated Ruth
Peaboly. Mary Boone. Barbara Em-
nlons, Edith Jacobs, Cortna Kings-
ley. Helen Mating, Arlene Webster,
and Barbara Welch.
Ella Glines was initiated to Phi
Mu.
The new members of Chi Omega are
Barbara Crocker, Lucille Nfarldocks,
Muriel Cleverly. NI argurite Messer.
and Mary Kennedy.
Thase initiated into Alpha Omicron
Pi were Barbara Gowen. Jane King,
and Madeline Smart.
M. O. C. To Show Ski
Movies This Sunday
The M.O.C. will show moving pic-
tures of skiing in various European
countries and America in the L:ttle
Theatre, Sunday, November 5, at 7
p.m.
William Dow will lecture while the
pictures are being shown. and •
question and answer period will fol-
low.
'Campus' Poll
To Be Held
The next Campus poll will be held
Friday, November 3, according to an
announcement made recently by Beth
Trott, newly appointed chairman of
the reorganized poll committee. The
committee is composed of Wayne Hoy,
Edward Schertzer, Martin Schearer,
Blanche Conlow, Margaret West,
Mavis Creamer, Barbara Hogan. and
Priscilla Thurlow.
Following are the questions that
are in this week's poll:
1. Do you think a Varsity Show
has a place in campus activities?
2. Do you think there are too
many extracurricular activities?
3. Will the adoption of the Presi-
dent's foreign policy draw the Urited
States into war?
4. Do you understand the main
points in the recent neutrality kgis-
iation?
S. Will England be able to main-
tain her former prestige and influence
in world affairs?
Ballot boxes will be located in
Stevens, Auhert, Winslow. and Merrill
Halls.
Those having suggestions for ques-
tions to be voter! on at a later date
sulanit them to Beth Trott in
Balentine.
Neutrality Acts
Defined At Forum
f/r. R. I.. Morrow was guest speak-
er at the first meeting of the Women's
Forum. Oct. 25 in Balentine sun par-
lor. Miss Mary Cooper, president of
the Women's Forum, introduced Dr.
Marrow.
lb. Morrow spoke on the subject,
"Neutrality." He divided his mate-
rial into two parts: the present Neu-
trality Act now being debated in Cac-
eres*. and the Neutrality Acts of
1935, 1936. and 1937. His main point
Ica% that the chances of our entering
the war increase as England starts
to lose. He also brought out the
point that since the ',resod Act helps
Germany. it cannot be called neutral.
general discussion followed id&
address.
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Class Elections Again
Judging front the furor that was aroused at the announce-
ment of the candidates for class officers, students in more than
one class are slightly dissatisfied—to put it mildly. It is not the
purpose of this edtorial to soften that dissatisfaction, which is
perfectly justifiable. but rather to explain the reasons for it and
show how the situation could have been avoided.
The new slate of candidates for class officers has been criti-
cized from several different angles. Some students have been
exclaiming over the list of "unknowns," or dark horses, who
have been nominated, particularly from the three lower classes.
Others point out the "set-ups" in which there can be no real
contest. On the other hand, two strong candidates have been
put up for the same office, namely, in the senior class where it
will be impossible for any one man to receive a clear majority.
A happy mean between these two extremes must be found. One
other major criticism of the slate of candidates lies in the fact
that since only one of two potential nominees can be elected, the
loser, who would add to the prestige of any class executive com-
mittee, must of necessity be excluded from it. In the caucus
system of nominating, whether it be in a local campus election
or in a state affair, it has been proved impractical, time and again.
to select logical and satisfactory candidates. Front this enumera-
tion of the major points of dissatisfaction, it should be obvious
that the cause lies in the method of making the nominations.
It is probably too late now to correct the situation in time fi.)ir
the forthcoming elections. However, it may be remembered that
in these columns two weeks ago we urged the Student Senate to
continue its system of proportional representation. Then we
pointed out the advantages of that plan and showed how it would
be more satisfactory to the majority of students. Nevertheless.
the Student Senate discarded the plan for several reasons,
chiefly because it could resurrect an old system easier to manipu-
late, and change it so as to appear to be something new.
Still we must look forward to the future. If the Senate
wishes to satisfy all students in this matter of selecting candidates
for class offices, we urge the return to the proportional representa-
tion system which will leave little opportunity for a repetition of
such criticism as has been caused by the recent nominations.
18A4IssAsAlkAs-dh.41.411LALAIs• rules to guide our future conduct,
11 rules that try to foresee and cannot.
Foreign
rules that have been called "New
Affairs Po Year's Resolutions," that we intend
international situation, and is now
neon:Au-ally it is ta,y to lay down disappearing. In its place is appear-
has'rules of "neutrality." This latter word .
nig cash and carry" and "the return
come to mean not impartiality —
to international law."in war but rum-involvement in war.
to break. Thus the "embargo" cre-
By Myer Alpert 
ated in 1935 has helped muddle the
Thus, we have merely to guide our "Isolation." "embargo," "cash and
conduct solely with reference to our carry," "international law"; niagic
own desires to keep out of war. In words these, and they excite much
absolute theory we may keep away emotion an controversy among the
from war simply by iielating ourseives people. Yet. "the average citizen is
from it as much as possible. or by completely illiterate about internation-
destroying contacts between the war at relationships." an eminent social
and ourselves. Some of our learned psychologist tells us. Only in times
senators and representatives scam to of stress is his attention called to
be proceeding in such a veins of these disturbing affairs. His desire
thought when they speak about legis- is to pass a law about it, and thus
lation for America alone, and "let settle the matter. But these matters
the rest of the world go hang." In refuse to he settled; they recur again
the senatorial debates in 1935 and this anti again. Education in democrac) Meeting of Political
year, this patriotic sentiment has been and in tolerance has made our coun-
frequently and sententiously uttered, try the world leader in democracy Science Club Nov. 3
Thus these men isolate their mental
processes in a vacuum in discussing a
state of affairs that is in constant
flux.
Upon examining the problem real-
istically. we find we cannot proceed
along these lines. In the first pir.ce,
everything we do that does not take
into account its effect on others, not
only may adversely effect the others.
hut also, through these adverse effects,
may be detrimental to us nit totally
unexpected ways. We have onlv to
look at our post-war policies to see
the truth of this. Isolation from Eu-
ropean affairs has been a major his-
torical factor in the present world of
chaos and anarchy. A policy of high-
er tariff walls has helped create our
own serious economic difficulties.
Every act of self-interest has teen
short-sighted enough to lead us into
worse difficulties.
Yet. in the face of this disappoint-
ing record, trill* political leaders con-
tinue to talk of cave America first,
and by this they mean acts of similar
nature. They try in the name of
American safety to lay down rigid
To the Editor
The Maine Campus
University of Maine
Dear Sir:
In this letter we are not only ex-
pressing our dismay and disgust with
the social committee's distrust of the
student body, but also that of many
others. Why is it that we are cen-
sured like children about to enter
high school? Why is it that privi-
leges are doled out to us like food to
a bread line? Is it because we are
essentially bad, because we cannot be
trusted? We think these are not the
correct answers, but rather that it is
an antiquated custom held over from
the days of bustles and handle-bar
mustaches. Certainly in a University
as modern as ours this treatment of
social activities is out-moded.
In the October 12 issue of the
CO1111,115, under the head "Rules Gov-
erning Dances Changed." we learned
that through your generosity, fifteen
instead of the previous tett couples
are allowed at a victrola party. Not
stated in the rules, but read in by the
social committee, is the fact that no
social organization can obtain a per-
mit for two nights in a row. This
means that only half of the members
of a social organization may partici-
pate in the weekly activities of that
organization. Because of this, some
who cannot afford to spend much
money are forced to do so, if they are
to have any recreation. This means
that the student body is being forced
to leave their college homes and seek
entertainment and pleasure in occupa-
tions not so desirable.
The University of Maine has, ad-
mittedly, the greatest number of stu-
dents in the lower income groups, yet
its officials are attempting to block
all forms of free and clean entertain-
ment. We arc sure that the reasons
for these fallacies in the social sys-
tem at the University is tnercly be-
cause you are unaware of the egist-
ing situation. It is not possible that
a University as modern as ours could
he so stiff-laced and puritanical.
(Signed)
Boy and Girl
Women Hear
Guest Speakers
Guest speakers from the various
women's organizations on campus was
the feature of the monthly meeting
of the Off-Campus Women's Organi-
zation held Thursday es-citing in the
M.C.A. building.
The meeting was opened with group
singing led by Miss Beth Pendleton,
Y.W.C.A. secretary, followed by a
short business meeting with Ruth
Leavitt, president of the organization,
presiding.
Anna Cahill intrcKluced the guest
speakers who explained the purpose,
function, and plans for the ccmting
year of their various organizations
on campus. Each speaker was fol-
lowed by a period of questions and
free discussion.
Alice Ann Donovan represented the
Women's Student Government; Pau-
line Cooper. the Women's Forum;
Barbara Savage. the Y.W.C.A.; Mar-
garet Steinmetz, the Maine Outing
Club: and Marjorie Deering. the
1Vomen's Athletic Association.
Emily Rand, of Bangor, and Anna
Cahill. of Bangor. were in charge of
the meeting.
and personal liberty. We have still
far to go. Education of a broader
sort is needed to make our country
the world leader in security and sani-
ty. Only when we attain a broader
view. only whets the magic words are
dispelled. only when we relate reality
to theory, only when we legislate and
act far-sightedly rats we be compe-
tent to write sane neutrality legisla-
tion.
It must be the constant effort of
the colleges and of the students of
international affairs to spread this
education among the people as well
as to the enalent body, to seek out the
relationships between history and cur-
rent events. between economics and
governments, between nationalism and
world relationships. Only by a con-
tinual search for truth and knowledge
may the ills of the modern world be
discovered and, perhaps, dispelled.
The Political Science Club will
meet this Friday, November 3. at
3:30 at the M.C.A. A short business
meeting will he held to complete or-
ganiza  of the club. Dr. E. F.
Dow will give a talk on a topic of
public interest, and a question and
answer period will be held. All those
intere.ded in joining the club are in-
vited to attend.
NOTICE
The Colby Student Coun-
cil is sponsoring a dance
following the Maine-Colby
game Saturday evening.
Muric will be furnished by
Cecil Hutchinson and his
Royal Commanders, a
fourteen piece band featur-
ing Mary Dostie and her
contralto rhythm. The
dance will start at 8:30
p.m.
Emhert C. Ruck. '39, has been ap- .
Colonel Joseph C. Haw, settiot
taininted to the field force of the Farm Coast Artillery instructor, is still a
Security Administration and will be patient at the Walter Reed Hospital
beaten at Caribou. Maine. in Washington, D. C.
By Marguerite Bannigan
As a humanist, Pierre Van Paasen
finds it Unpossible to be objective.
Ile admits this himself in Days of
, Our Years. his 500-page biography
which deals snore with the times than
with Isis own life. The first world
war, coming with hard, brutal im-
pact upon isis comparatively sheltered
life with its authoritarian education
in Holland, abruptly altered his
planned pattern of existence.
Having grown up its an atmosphere
where the Dutch Reformed Church
was the center of life, he prepared
for its ministry. In 1914 his family
moved to Canada and he began to
study theology in Toronto. His sub-
sequent enlistment in the army led
to experiences which left their s:vid
mark upon him. War, he says. is
inseperable from the capitalist system
of production, and humanity will
never get rid of the one till it gets
rid of the other.
Ile questions the purpose and the
end of war as we all do, noting that
there is a universal horror of it.
1Time has verified his prediction that
it "is coming again...it is almost
here." Disarmament, rather than
arguments, pleadings, and pacts, is
the only solution, but that cannot be
accomplished. He says that mooern
states will never disarm voluntarily
because it is "more important to as-
sure the continuous flow of dividends
into the cofferes of a small interna-
tional cotrie which owns the banks,
the means of productions, than to em-
ploy the earth's resources in the satis-
faction of the physical, social, and
1spiritual needs of all men."
Such is the conclusion he has reached
after thirteen years of wandering up
and down the European continent.
During that time he has mixed with
all classes (which is quite evident
throughout his book) and talked with
1 leaders in the social, religious, eco-
I
nomic, and political spheres. Its many
places Ile becomes so worked up over
the plight of the people that lie fails
to present a clear-cut picture of issues
Mends-red. He arouses your sympathy.
but also your skepticism. You
wouldn't think of charging him with
intellectual dishonesty, but you can't
help feeling that his fervor and bit-
terness against exploitation befog his
vision. He says himself: "I am more
-;ten led by the heart's inclinations
than by reasons of cold logic."
Belonging, to a generation that
wanted to build a new house for hu-
manity, he revolts, scornful and dis-
gusted. against superficial news as-
signments. Often nothing tnore than
that was expected of him, "no delving
ilein scwial conditions, no dishing up
of unappetizing details. The manag-
ing editor warned inc more than t.nce
that I had not been sent over on a
crusadieg mission."
His reporting ill Palestine was of
this kind: "I did slot depend 0111 press
handouts from either the Jewish or
the Arabic propaganda bureau. I
questioned everybody, front the Mufti
down to the most destitute peasants."
And this Statement indicates the na-
ture of the book: it is chiefly material
g,athern-d from interviews. conversa-
liars, and observations. The chapter
,in Spain and the last one, in which
he crystallizes his conclusi RRRR s and
.bis philosophy. are perhaps the best.
Days of titre Years. Pierre Van Pa-
ascii, Minoan-Curl Co., New York.
1939.
I The Amazon I
By Corinne Comstock
At a 1.-t't nit met itttg t "M"
Club. Jane Holmes was elected presi-
dent. and two committees were ap-
pointed. The student committee con-
sists of Ruth ‘Vooster, Maxcne Rob-
ertson. and Isabelle Garvin. The
Alumnae Committee is made up of
Madge Stacy, '39, Lucille Cobb, '311.
and Henrietta Cliff ‘Voodbury, '37.
The C4 gnittp, met with
Marjorie Deering in Baletitine SUTI
Parlor, Tuesday, October 24, for the
purpose of pla llll ing the hockey game
mat the "M" somas to be held Home-
cciming Day. The student committee
is headed by Jane Holmes. Alumnae
hockey players, which the Alumnae
Committee are planning the supper
to he held at the Field HOUSe.
• • • •
Eleanor Ward has been elected see-
', !ary of the Women's Athletic Assn-
- goion.
• • • •
ruing those attending the Physi-
cal Education Section of the Teachers'
Coot Onion ill f .ewiston were Maine
A luninae, Madge Stacy, Elizabeth
1.141Ii.AILA.A&46,41.
1 Small 
1 . . . Town . .
 
Stuff
11111111.1, grv'esrlrioriss'irlO
By University Snoops
Greetings...You may notice things
are sorta different this week, both as
to style and content of this whatch-
maycallit Ginny Pease now in the
FitzPatrick league...Didn't think any
outsider ever crashed thru ...S.A.E.'s
Blake Smith and Libby P. have a
special ittterest in the movie, "Baby
Sandy"? ? ?
Quoting Bill Chandler, ".4nna likes
vie parties. Let's hove one, fel-
lows."... Rudy Conti, Library Loch-
invar, stayed in last week-end and
liked it? ... Russell and Fellows err-
tautly are teorking fast. What's the
method. Marianne, ...Dottie II/ar-
rest's car seen around again. Been
in hiding. .4 new resident of Balers-
lbw who seems to be having plenty of
dates lately is Rteihy Robbins.
Those freshman rules are really
bothering Betty NIcAlary, or are
they? ... Barbara Thmipson and
Chicly Willets are keeping each other
busy lately. The score (at this writ-
ing) four nights its a row ...Ginny
May just received a pendant from
Bob Cameron—nice going...We
hope those extra-special guests at
Balentine tonite will enjoy them-
selves... Betty Johnson and Dick
Chase have been together quite a bit
lately. %Ye wonder—
Connie Philbrook is ga-ga-going,
ga-ga-going, ga-ga-gone ...Charles
Clough really goes for that smooth
transfer at South Hall ...Is 3/arny
Moulton going to have any ntore lob-
ster dinners! ... It is rumored that
several Batman( co-eds are resort-
ing to ertifieial means to acquire that
"Miss America" figure. hip.
Pepsy .S.arage and Bob Robertson at
the game together—something new,'
Jinny I.iz had Harx's pin for a
while Why did he take it back? ...
Marcia Finks is now back with Mike
Kroll after the lengthy ( ?) separa-
tion of ten hours...Our Southern
Miss from Alabama certainly is get-
ting around... So many people and
THINGS on the train last week. It
would hardly be fair to pick out any
ONE of them to rate this column.
I17tat made Ed Barrows lose so
much weight. Jane or Hell !reek?...
Fitzie seems to be sticking to the
Phi Mu Delis Ilantilton sure
looking cute in her new outfit, eh,
Who is the curly-headed
senior by the 11011le of Jack that so
mane Balentine juniors are raving
a,,out I ...A.O.Prs informal wan a
huge success last Friday night- - ...•
voticed many. many strange C0110.1-
Hat' s. The absence of the football
team certainly raised havoc with the
guest list.
Veil, better be good on the Colby
train or the Snoops will get you.
Deutscher Verein
To Meet Nov. 8
New it:slob:is w ill lie initiated into
Dect cher Verein at the meeting to
take place Wednesday, November 8.
at 7:15.
The program of the meeting will
feature the dramatic recitation of
Ernst v. IVildenbruch's poem, /)as
Ilexenlied, by Ludwig WulIner iii
the musical setting composed and di-
rected by Max V. Schillings witlt the
Berlin Philliarmnnie Orchestra. A
printed I:1 qty of the words will be
Oil to all those atts
\l itclnell, Ferne Lunt, Barbara Lan-
- aster, Margaret I.owell. Margaret
allow. Eunice Gale, and Elizabeth
1 lislmans.
• • • *
The opening games isf the 1939
hockey season were played Wednes-
day. November I. Following is this
year's schedule.
Wed., Nov. I—Junior-Sophomore
Thurs.. Nov. 2—Freshman-Sophomore
Fri., Nov. 3—Senior Freshman
Sun., Nov. 5—Junior-Senior
(10:30 a.m.)
Wed.. Nov. 8--Freshman-Junior
Fri., Nov. 10—Soplumnore-Senior
Sat.. Nov. 11—Alumnae (1(l:00)
Tues., Nov. 14—Sophomore-Senile
Wed.. Nov. 15--Freshman Junior
Thurs., Nov. 16—Freshman-Sopho-
more flat Game
Fri.. Nov. 17—Senior-Junior
Sat., Nov. 18—Senior-Freshman
(9:30 a ni.)
Sophomore-Junior
(10:3(1 a.m.)
• • • •
Since Margaret Peaslee is in Madi-
son practice teaching. Mary Rates,
P.rtiestine Carver, and Shirley Mitch-
ell have been promoted to hockey
manager for certain clays. They are
to be assisted by members of the class
squads.
Alpha Omricon Pi
Has Fall Informal
Alpha Otnoerun Pi held its aiii.ual
iall informal last Friday evening at
the Penobscot Valley Country Club.
The chaperons were Dr. and Mrs.
Reeve Ilitchner, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar1
Bogart, and Mr. and Mrs. James
McClure.
Those attending were: Priscilla
Bickford, Harry Nelson; Caroline
Calderwood, Jack MacGilvray; Mary
Cooper, William Gilman; Jane Dyer,1
William Cook; Marion FitzGerald,
Horace Gardiner; Margaret Hauck,
Edward Ladd; Elspeth Johnson, Rich-
ard Chase; Elizabeth Jones, Joseph
Ingham; Elizabeth Mulholland, AII-1
ston Keyes; Edith Hurley, Philip
Hoyt; Virginia Pease, Samuel Tracy;
Elmira Savage, Valter Stisulis; Ma-
ry Scribner, Russ Dearborn,
Doreen Trask, Robert Montgom-
ery; Frances Rhoda, Ilobart Ellis;
Elizabeth Emery, Maynard Filcs;
Virginia Moulton, Larry Emery;
Worninwand, Roderick Gardiner;
Elizabeth Reid, Butyl Godwin; Eliza-
beth McAlary, Charles dough; C011-:
stance PhIbrook. Robert Davis; Fran-
ces Sawyer, Jack Dequine; 11.1cla
Rowe. \Villiam Treat; Madelyn
Smart, Wallace Beardsell; Dorothy
Warren, Burleigh Crane; Dorothy
Brewer, Harold lircnisden; Jane King,
William Demant.
Florence Atwood, Leon Breton;
Margaret Cliff, Wilbur Edgecomb;
Isabelle Garvin, Jack .Maasen; Re-
becca Hill, William Talbot; Calista
Buzzell, James Hunter; Barbara Gow-
en, Bernard Colpitts; Nancy Phil-
brook, Robert Hamilton; Virginia
Rourke, Allen Goud; Marion Libby,
()inland Hunt; Margaret Jones, Jo-
seph Johnson; Erna Davis, Larry
Kelley; Virginia Parsons, Douglas
Cowie; Marion Champenois, Hart-
ley Banton; Ellen Stevens, Burt Os-
good; Jane Page, Merrill Thomas;
Estelle I.awrence, Robert Merrill;
Margaret Peaslee. Robert French;
Elizabeth Libbey, Jerry Schmidt.
Muriel Murphy, Kenneth Bouchard;
Rachel Kent, Paul Dumas; Margaret
.1,1axwell. Howard Kenney; Ernes-
tine Pinkham, John Bursts; Marga-
ret Phillips, Kenneth Robertson; Car-
ol Fassett, John Friday; Virginia
May. Robert Cameron; Miriam Adas-
ko, James Shiro; Marianne Russell,
William West; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Crabtree; Claralyn Preble, Harry
Wooster; Helen Goldsmith, Barney
Robertine Theriault, Charles
liavis; Priscilla Brown, Stanley
Gates; Mr. and Mrs. Cairns; Phyllis
Brown, John Iloctor; Barbara Sav-
age, John Carlisle; Arlene Rodman,
lasuis Boyle; Betty Ryan, Ralph
Dale; Juliet Spangler, and Norman
Carb,le.
Rifle Squad Holds
Elimination Shoot
Elimination firing to determine the
rill.: team has beers under way for two
and will continue through this
week, according to a statement made
l,y ti-c military department recently.
Eightenn men will be retained on the
The initial turnout cif the varsity
is scheduled for Thursday. Novemlwr
2. and many monbers of last year's
team are expected to be present.
Among them are H. D. Adkins, R.
C. Cranch. H. Coffin, McClure Day.
Paul Galen:Me, R. F. Gray, J. S.
McCain. H. C. l'eavey, C. B. Smith,
and E. V. Smith,
NOTICE
Representatives from the U.
S. Army Air Corps will visit the
University on Nov. 9, 10 11, and
13 to interview seniors and other
students interested in the Ar-
my's program of flying cadet
training. Detailed information
on the visit may be had from
Lt. Col. Alcott at the Armory or
fu om Placement Director P. J.
Br7ckway at 12 Fernald Hall.
Phi Mu Delta Is
Intramural Champ
A strong Phi Mu Delta football
team. champicins ni the Southern
league. defeated a fighting Kappa Sig-
ma eleven. Northern league champions,
in a tight Intel last Sunday afternisits.
6-0, giving the Phi Mils the 1939 In-
tramural Champiiiiiship.
Prof. Reginald Cogge-
!lull, of the English de-
par.ment, will discuss
"War Propaganda in To-
News" at the next
meeting of the Internation-
al Relations Club to be held
Wednesday, November 8,
:I 7:10 p.m. in the Faculty
RC0111 in South Stevens.
This meeting is open to all
!Auden. s and members of
the faculty who ate inter-
ested.
IR A ID I
N If W S
By Buel Godwin
I.ast Sunday night's broadcast was
a definite improvement over preced-
ing broadcasts. The original play
concerning a news office was quite
well done by Fred Johnson, Priscilla
Thomas, 1.eo MacLeod, and Frede-
rick Coggswell. The other play, an
old favorite of most of us, De Mau-
passant's "The Necklace," was given
by Linwood Day, Miriam Holden.
William Dow, Lois Stinson. and Con-
.aance Banks. The adaptation sound-
ed almost professional. I have only
one criticism and that concerns Bill
Dow. He has a good voice and a
certain suaveness of speech, but he
seems to be a little affected and stiff.
Quenton Crandall and Bill Treat
were the announcers.
* * * *
The Maine Campus news broadcast
last Thursday night went off with
its usual "news to you" briefness and
itood timing. Those who listen in
regularly can tell how much the pro-
gram has improved over last year's.
• • * •
Charks E. Funk, noted etymologist,
says that the following ten words are
the most frequently mispronounced
words on the air:
Tuesday, not towfdi, but tit&di;
New York, not two yertek, but niu
york; February, not feb.u-ra-ry nor
.lob'et-a-ry. but feb•ru-a-ry; program.
,1 tiot prngrum, but pro'gram; debut,
!not day'bew, but (in America) de-
beto'; aeroplane, not nrc-o-plane, but
der-o-plane; secretary, not sec're-tri,
but (four syllables) seere-ia-r3'; avi-
ation, not (lei-a-shun, but a•vi-a-shosn;
quintuplets, not klein-ittp./eis, but
I faint tin-Heist and hundred, not hone
ert (as in "a !tanner, 'le inT1111y-fir
street") but hundred.
Listeners' Digest
A word usually mispronounced by
our announcers is "gentlemen."
• • • •
Tonight, Thursday, at 10.00, the
Columbia Workshop will present an
original play, "Blennerhasset," which
is the story of Aaron Burr. The
author who wrote this play also wrote
the "Old Maid and the Robber," a
drama set to music, which has been
quite popular.
• • *
The University Broadcast this next
Sunday night will be the University
of Maine Men's Glee Club directed
by Al Beverage. In fact the programs
for the IleXl three Sundays are to be
musical.
• • • •
Remember, those who are interested
in doing some phase of radio work
meet with Mr. Dusenbury in the
Faculty Room, South Stevens, at
7.00 tonight.
ai • • •
1)on't forget, Sunday nights at
7.30. Thursday nights at 7:15. WLBZ,
I•21).
Radio Club Meeting
Held on Nov. 2
The Radio Club with meet oil No-
wither 2, Thursday, instead of Octo-
ber 26 as previously announced.
At Oda time plans will be made
for instruction in announcing. writ-
ing, and other of radio tech-
nic time,
MUSIC BOX PROGRAM
11141.11 No% ember 3
Otain for Requests
Monday November 6
Rimsky-Korsakow: Schera.r.ade
Tuasday November 7
Open for Requests
Wednesday November 8
tiricg: Concerto in .4 Minor, and
Requests
Thursday November 9
Mozart: Jupiter Symphony
Friday November 10
_Mcialclssohn: Italian Symphony,
and Requests
Attention, student pho-
tographers!
The 1941 "Prism" staff
has announced prizes of fif-
teen, ten, and five dollars
for the three best photo-
graphs suitable for repro-
duction in the "Prism,"
submitted before the begin-
ning of the Christmas
recess.
All photographs to be
entered should be at least
five by seven size, suitably
wrapped and marked with
the student's name and ad-
dress and left in Box 52 in
Alumni Hall.
The contest will be
judged by faculty members
of the University Camera
Club.
All entries will become
the property of the 'Prism'
which has the right to re-
produce them.
II
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Varsity Cross Country
Team Easily Wins State
Meet at Augusta Fri.
Blue Harriers In
Four Way Tie
For First
By Paul Ehrenfried
Pushing four of its men into
a tie for first place, and scoring
30 points less than did its near-
est rival, the University of
Maine varsity cross country
team won the state title again
this year in the state meet at
Augusta last Friday.
Maine placed first with 18 points;
Bowdoin, second with 48 points;
Bates, third with 65 points; and Col-
by, fourth with 107 points. Smith,
Blaisdell, Ehrlenbach, and Ingraham
all came in in first place for the Pale
Blue in the fast time of 19:37 for
the four-mile course.
In 5th, 6th, and 7th places were
Babcock, Hagstrom, and Doubleday,
all of Bowdon. Running the best
race of his career, Jack Dequine came
in in eighth place for the Bears, fin-
ishing in the time of 20:03. Rollins
and Drury, the first Bates men in,
placed ninth and tenth, followed by
Jones. of Bowdon], Butterworth, of
Maine, Nickerson, of Bates, and Jor-
dan, of Maine.
Jenkins Pleased
Coach Jenkins was very much
satisfied with the performances turned
in by the Maine runners. "There was
• no loafing." he said. "The boys
stepped right along." The first four
Maine men finished from 80 to 100
yards ahead of the leading Bowdoin
man.
The state meet has been very impor-
tant. because it has shown Coach Jen-
kins just what the team can do. Up
A MILE AHEAD
IN STYLE...
ARROW has its car to the
rs. ground . . . catches
every new quirk in shirt-
styling here and abroad.
That's why we sell Arrow
fancy shirts — and that's
why you should hurry on
down and get yourself
some choice ones. S2, up.
A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town
Compile Official
Tennis Rankings
The official ranking list compiled
from results of the fall matches has
been announced by Coach Small. The
the winter schedule of matches. Any
list is subject to revision throughout
player may challenge either of the two
players directly above him in the list.
The complete ranking will be placed
on the tennis bulletin board on the
second floor of center Stevens. The
following list includes the first ten:
Varsity: 1. Bob Hamilton, 2. Charles
Guard, 3. Dick Pierce, 4. Clark Thurs-
ton, 5. Howard DeShon, 6. Russ Crock-
ett, 7. Phil Hinckley. 8. Bill Chandler,
9. Charles Welch, 10. Herb Farrar.
Freshman: I. Bert Pratt. 2. Mal
Peckham, 3. Harry Southard, 4. Lin
Pinansky, 5. Gordon Tooley, 6. Phil
Johnson, 7. Everett Ingalls, 8. George
Watson, 9. George Hinckley, 10. Bob
Harrison.
Doubles play has been held back be-
cause of inclement playing conditions.
There is a possibility of the tourna-
ment being finished indoors.
until last Friday he bad no real cri-
terion by which to judge its winning
ability, hut the results of the state
meet lead the coach to feel that Maine
has one of the most powerful four-
man cross country combinations in
New England, providing, of course,
the boys continue to run the same
way they ran last week.
The meet was also interesting in
that it was the first real test for the
new cross country course at Augusta.
The coaches and all who competed
were quite satisfied with the condition
of the course, Coach Jenkins said.
For those who are unfamiliar with
the scoring methods used in cross
country meets, it might be well to
explain the system briefly, using the
results of the state meet as an exam-
ple. Each team usually enters from
eight to ten men (Maine entered sev-
en), but only the first five for any
one team count in the final score. In
other words, the numbers of the po-
sitions of the first five men crossing
the finish line for a particular team
are added, giving the team's score.
Maine placed men first, second, third.
fourth, and eighth giving Maine a
onal of eighteen points.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Wan IllS jewelry
Round's Jewelry Store
Mill St. 0:ono, M.
Expert Watch Repairing
Shcaffer Pens
Shaveniastcr Eke. Razors
You Can Join the World's
Best-dressed Fraternity for $2
For as little as $2
Order
you can join tile Lol
of the Wearers of Arrow Shirts.
The ritual is simple ... go to your nearest Arrow
dealer whisper "Gordon Oxford" ...
and that inimitable Arrow shirt C) with the Dover
roll-front  button-down c.c.)iiar is yours. Hand
over the $2 1Z6,:.A and you're in. To clinch
the deal you get two (patented)
ball headed (easy-to-find) pins in over/ shirt.
The handshake and ear-thumbing =it
are optional ... no eAtra charge.
ARROW SHIRTS
COLLARS ... TIES ... IdAtronifiClil(13 UVDCEV:EA.il
By Dave Astor
What happened to Maine—what was the matter Saturday, ran the cur-
rent comment of the Monday morning bookstore quarterbacks this week. Ts
make a long story short, everything was the matter. Just what was the
main thing wrong, however, is a matter of opinion and it should be left that
way. There are as many causes for Maine's defeat as there are people talk-
ing about the subject. The fact remains that we lost fairly and squarely
last Saturday. Let us hope that whatever was wrens will have been corrected
in time for the coming game which, af:cr a1, is the more important thing.
Can Maine defeat Corby? That is the qi:esCon. and what a quesison.
Maine has teen ridded by inj.(rles whi'e Colby has heel fortunate enough to
remain intact. Who 1.4..1 fe al.:e to playf,,p tl:e Pale Blue this week is still
a mailer of conjee;ure. On the other hand Colby is reportedly at full s!rength.
and they do Lave some trained res.:77.es. ,1,',esns of copy /WIT been wroten
about their"touchdows twins:Vokny Dagge?t ai.d Clyde Ila'ch. Daggett,
especially once in !Le (leer, is as hard to grin() slew), as any man who ever
trod Maine gridre: s. Hatch is pretty close to being The some. The clay
way to stop them is to do just as Bowdoin did. ;hal is to stop them before
they get sorted, otherwise one might just as zo,..71 grab a slit:a rule and
start figuring. Their ii::e is also dotted with stars. At one end is Maguire,
who is pluying great lad Turk Hassan a; ruard has Is,-en a nenscsis lit
opposing bad easrieus d! season, and Joe has already applied for Ail-
Maine center. This 110 is p'cuay potent s:;:d alz.c;is da:zgerous.
The Msine team wiil have to play a iot better ball than it has a!! }ear in
order to beat Colby. The li:.e will lave to charge a lot harder and tackle
much more a,:curate:y. (In the last kw games this has been a major fault.)
'I Le backs will have to run with a littie more -Oomph" and block much more
sharply. Man for man. Colby seems ii lad:I a slight edge over Maine at
present. However as long as Dick Dyer an:1 Roger Stearns are in the
ball game, the Bears always have touchdown threat. Is this combination
plus the possible addition of Doc Gerrish and Ken Burr enough to defeat
Colby? ? ?
Things 'n Men' ... The Bear Hug this week goes to acting co-eatgains
Dick Dyer and Ed Cook for their excellent exhibitions at LCWISi011 . . . A big
Bare Slug to Bates' Bud Malone for intercepting that pass and running for a
touchdown ...When Bates started oil i IS sustained drive in the second period
and marched deep into Pale Blue territory, the writer took out his four-leaf
clover and had everybody in the press box interested in seeing Maine win
kiss it. Result,—the next play lid Cook broke through to stop Bates' drive
for a loss. Bales was stopped. If only the writer had remembered to kiss
the clover again in the last period ...The frosh may not haze too powerful
a club this fall, but they do have several sure-fire varsity prospects for next
year—and mach their basketball and track teams go—li'sszo... If you get
a chance to go to Waterville a little early Saturday host' bout dropping
in on the Jayvee-Coburn game ...Criticism—the lack of "pepper" and en-
thusiasm from any and all of the Maine benches has been especially noticed—
what say, fellowsl
Predictions
Bowdoin 13—Bates 7
Maine 1.3—Colby 12
(Let us pray, let us pray.)
One co-ed to another, "How did you like the Bates game:." The other.
"Oh, it was pretty good, but did you see some of the new styles at the game?
They were wonderful, etc., etc."
Dogged Frosh
Eleven Downs
Bates Outplays Maine,
Wins on Malone's Pass
Runback; Barrows Hurt
Bates 6, Maine 0 
Blue Harriers,DETERMINED MAIN L
(Continued from Page One)
the Arnold game. It has been Cos, 11
Brice's firm conviction that a well- Run Saturday
developed, strong first team is a sure
•
winner—and a sure winner the Bear I
team would probably have been had Don Smith Given Good'
it not been for so many injuries to Chance of Winning
the key men of the squad. Included
in the disabled list is Co-Captain Ken
Burr, whose chances of playing Sat-
urday are slight, but who is keeping
in physical trim in the hope that his
ailing side will heal faster than antici-
pated.
"Doc" Gerrish may play against
Colby if his finger permits him. Ed-
die Barrows is the most seriously
injured regular as a result of bumps
received in the Bates game. His
hurt shoulder has kept him from do-
ing any businesslike working-out all
week. Stan Johnson's shaking up of
last week may prevent him from
playing 60-minute ball this Saturday.
But George Grant stands ready to fill
in at the right tackle p6sition. This
list of injuries puts a shady outlook
In Dual Meet
On Novenae r 1 the Universtiy of
Maine varsity cross country team goes
to Boston to meet a strong Rhode
Island delegation. The Bears are un-
beaten so far this season, winning
against New Hampshire and Colby,
and taking first place in the state
meet at Augusta last Friday.
The results of previous meets show
that Rhode Island has several excel-
lent runners. The Rams put five
men in ahead of the leading North-
eastern man in the Rhode Island-
Northeastern contest, Northeastern in
turn taking the first two places in the
Northeastern-Bates meet.
The Rams have Tingley, a fresh-
man star last year. who took first
on the Maine hopes, hut there are place in the New England frashman
Jayvees 12-0 enough first-stringers at their posts cross-country competition at Boston
placement fell short and the score was
Frosh 6, Jayvees 0.
With three minutes left to play in
the last quarter, Dick Chase attempted
a pass from behind his own goal line
Rhode Island
hich was intercepted by Ken Wright to warrant a scuille worth svatchiag. last fall, finishing 100 yards ahead
A well-trained Fresh squad defeated who again set the Yearlings up on the of the second place man. The captain
ten-yard line for their second score. On :if the Rams this year is Nichols,a sluggish Jayvee team here yesterday
the next play the speedy Bangor boy, The Mule is not at all unprepared who placed among the first tell in the
afternoon, 12 to 0. Several injuries McKee's, again swept his left end be- for the contest, either. With an ar- New England Intercollegiate varsity
received by the Jayvees still greatly hind perfect blocking to score a second ray of backs like her Captain Bruce, meet last year.
reduce any possible chance they might time for the Fresh. The attempted White, Clyde Hatch, and the never- Coach Ienkins's personal opinion ishave had against Coburn at Waterville kick for extra point failed, score, to-be-forgotten Johnny Daggett ( who, -
Saturday morning. Frosh 12, Jayvees 0.
The first half saw the Jayvees deep
in Freshman territory several times as
a result of Stew Svedman's excellent
kicking, but they could not score. The
field was soggy from an all night rain
and the speed merchants of neither
team could get going.
Late in the third quarter a pass to
Ken Wright. good for 20 yards set the
Freshmen up for their first score. This
came as Dick McKeen swept wide
around his left end. The attempted
Bones Hamilton, first string left end,
received a broken nose in the first half
and will not be able to play when the
Jayvees journey to Waterville to en-
gage a strong Coburn team Saturday
morning. There are only two days
between the Frosh game and the Co-
burn game which means that the Jay-
vees %sill be in poor condition Saturday,
especially as several of the starting
line-up are nursing small injuries that
will take a few days to heal.
COLLECT COMPLIMENTS with
a shirt that's handsome and different
Such a shirt is Arrow's new Ardslcy. Its smart, com-
fortable lower-neckband sets perfectly on your neck...
its non-wilt collar looks fresh all day . . its Mitoga
cut eliminates bulgiag at the bosom. Sanforized-
Shrunk . Conic in for your Attl ley Shirts today.
417 ,•,, ' a.r)
VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
Colby Stars
you'll remember, tore away and won
the 1938 fight with a 70-odd-;ard
dash to the goal line) she can well
afford to say, "Bring on the Bear
meat!"
In the line the limelight ceoters
about Center Joe O'Neil. Guard
"Turk" Hassan. and Ets.4 Maguire,
whose individual contributions as sen-
sational players have done much to-
wards presenting the Colby team as
a threatening force standing in the
way of a Maine victors'.
The starting line-up for Maine will
: probably be the. following: Rager
Stearns and "Red" Lane will occupy
the end posts as they have in the past
, so capably. Stan Johnson and Hal
Dyer at tackle, Clary Gene and Ed
Sri the effect that if the Maine toys
run the same way they did last Fri-
day. there i no apparent reason why
the Pale Blue cross country team
should not turn in its fourth victory
of the seasons.
Cook at the guard positions, and Jim
Harris at center. The backfield plan
will be changed somewhat this Satur-
day in all probability, in that shifty
Lou Ilarris will take Ed Barrow's
place at full. but Charlie Arbor and
Dick Dyer will perform at the halves,
and Jack Reitz will he at the quarter.
All in all, then, a Maine victory is
to be hoped for, but can only be ex-
pected after a really hard-fought,
weil-played fonball game.
Alumni
Keep in touch with
ATHLETIC, FRATERNAL, AND CAMPUS NEWS
The following coupon v;i11 bring you the
MAINE CAMPUS for the rest of the year
Clip aud mail to "Maine Campus," Box 69, Alumni Hall,
U. of M., Orono
Enclosed is $1.00 for "Campus" Subgcription for following
Name
Address
City ..
will notify of change of
Signed  
address
Blue Offense
Smothered,
Set Back
By Dave Astor
For Bates fans it was sensa-
tional—for Maine It was heart-
breaking—that interception and
consequent 78 yard run which
spelled defeat, 6 to 0, for the
Pale Blue at Bates last Satur-
day. This was the first loss in
five starts for the Maine Bears.
The irony of it all was that it was
the Dyer to Stearns pass that boome-
ranged and gave Maine its first de-
feat. It was this same combination
that helped give Maine four straight
wins and was expected to be a major
factor in another victory for the
Bears.
The play was fairly close through-
out the game, with both teams mak-
ing occasional threats. In the sec-
ond period a Dyer to Stearns pass
brought the Bears to the Bobcats 16
yard line. On the next play, however,
Dyer was thrown for a 19 yard loss
which put an abrupt halt to Maine's
threat.
Teams Threaten
Bates' major threat also catne in
the second period with its high-geared
sophomore backfield pacing the at-
tack. Led by Flanagan and Malone,
the group rolled up successive first
downs to reach Maine's 15. Here.
however, acting co-captain Cook
drove through a flock of interferers
to pits Hervey for a twelve yard loss.
Apparently this inspired the rest of
the Maine line, for they arose and
throttled Bates' attack.
The Pale Blue had the better going
time it seemed as though the re-
of the second half by far. Time after
nowned Maine offensive machine was
rolling but each time the inspired
Bates line stiffened. With its run-
ning attack stalled. Maine sent Stearns
out for passes, but usually little Roger
found himself with plenty of company
and covering.
Game's Climax
The climax of the game came in the
fourth period with less than two min-
utes to play. Art Belleveau smashed
through the Maine line for a good
gain, but he was hit hard by Ed
Cook which caused the fleet Bates
back to fumble on his own 26 yard
line—Maine recovering.
With the Maine stands roaring "We
want a touchdown," Dyer faded back
and let heave a bullet pass intended
for Stearns. However, the ball found
its way into enemy Bud Malone's
arms, and with Dyer giving valiant
chase. Malone galloped 78 yards for
the six points which meant Maine's
first loss.
Outside of Malone's run, probably
the outstanding feature of the game
was the punting duel between Maine's
Dyer and Bates' Gorman and Ma-
lone. with Dyer having the slight ad-
vantage. His boots averaged approxi-
mately 39 yards.
Maine's acting co-captains, Dyer
and Cook, were easily the outstand-
ing men on the field. Cook was
Maine's defense—at least a great
eal of it—and Dyer most of the of-
fense. Stearns played his usual
heads-up hall game as did Ed Bar-
rows. H. Dyer, and Jack Reitz. Louis
Harris did well substituting for the
injured Barrows.
Statistics
First downs
Yards gained, rushing
Yards lost, rushing
Punts
Average punt
Forwards attempted
Forwards completed
Yards gained. forwards
Forwards intercepted by
Fumbles
Penalties
Yards lost, penalties
Bates Maine
8 9
197 84
63 117
12 14
33 39
9 23
2 10
8 103
3 0
1 3
8 2
70 30
Beauty at Buff urn's
means
Thai individual coiffure
ST', tin JUST FOR You
BUFFO! BEAUTY SHOP
31 Main Si. Phone 95
 • • •
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NOMINATIONS
(Continued from Page One)
by duly appointed class representa-
tives at caucuses held last Tuesday
evening. Each class was represented
by twenty-five members, each of
whom put forward a candidate for
every class office. Through a process
of elimination, the number of candi-
dates was boiled down to two for
each major class office.
Dyer, a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, played freshman football and
has been a regular on the varsity
football squad for three years. He
has participated in indoor track and
was co-captain of the outdoor track
team. Since his sophomore year Ile
has been a member of the "M" Club.
Dyer also served as vice president and
president of his freshman and sopho-
more years respectively, and was on
the executive committee as a junior
in the capacity of chairman.
Gerrish, a member of Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, played fresh-
man football and has also played as
a regular on the varsity football squad
for three years. He is a member of
the varsity baseball squad and a mem-
ber of the "M" Club. Gerrish has
achieved the Deans' List several times,
was elected a Sophomore Owl, and is
now a Senior Skull. A member of
Scabbard and Blade, Gerrish served
as president of the Students' Arts
Club last year. He was also elected
class president when a sophomore
and served as last year's junior class
president.
Kenneth Burr, a nominee for vice
president, is a member of Phi Eta Kap-
pa social fraternity. A member of the
"M" Club, he has played varsity foot-
ball and intramural athletics since he
was a sophomore. Burr is a member
of the Pale Blue Key, Agricultural
Club, and M.C.A. cabinet es hich he
headed in his freshman and junior
years. He was elected president of
his freshman class and served as chair-
man of the Junior Week Committee.
Cook, the other candidate for the
vice presidency, is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega, also a member of the "NI"
Club. He captained the football team
in his sophomore and junior years. He
was a Sophomore Owl and is now a
Senior Skull. Cook also served on
the Junior Week Committee and is a
member of the Pale Blue Key. Agricul-
tural Club, and Alpha Zeta, honorary
agricultural society.
Alice Ann Donovan, a member of
Delta Delta Delta social sorority, is
one of the candidates for secretary of
the senior class. She has been a Sopho-
more Eagle and is now an All-Maine
Woman. She has participated in nume-
rous athletics and has served in the
Student Senate, NV.S.G.A. and W.A.A.
Betty Libbey, of Delta Delta Delta,
is a member of Pack and Pine. Y.W.
C.A., W.A.A. Council and Rifle Team.
She was a Sophomore Eagle and
served on the Junior Week Committee.,
Roberts is a member of Phi Mu
Delta social fraternity and has partici-
pated in varsity baseball and football
since he was a sophomore. He is a
member of the Agricultural Club and.
MASQUE LACKS
(Continued from Page One) I Campus Camera By Lea
a good opportunity to make his role
a significant one. Joan Sollie and
Robert Irvine, as the slightly immoral
redskins, completely quashed the vi- 1
cious rumor that the only good In-
dian is a dead one, for they were two
excellent Indians.
The use of atmospheric music as
interludes between the acts was effec-
tive and helped considerably towards
giving the play continuity. This bit !
of genius on the part of the director
indicates that his partial failure in
getting the best out of the play and
the players was due to inexperience
rather than any inherent inability to
fill the director's chair.
Those unknown Masque members,:
the stage, property, and electrical !
crews, produced good results, as was!
clearly apparent all through the play
from the effective first curtain to the
last romantic fadeout. Their contri-
bution to the Maine Masque is not
an inconsiderable one. Before we
close, we should compliment Charles
Vickery and his wind-machine; it !
made more than one member of the!
audience only too conscious of the!
imminent Maine winter.
INT. RELATIONS
(Continued from Page One)
belligerents.
A complete embargo on exports to:
belligerents would prevent false eco-
nomic stimulus and the depression
which would inevitably follow. If
belligerents were convinced that there!
would be no prospect of aid, they
would not wage war. The United!
States can easily establish such an!
embargo without crippling its com-
merce. In the long run, it is more
economical to forego excessive ex-
pansion and to increase trade with
neutrals. We should strive to estab-
lish a precedent by instituting a pro- !
tective policy of complete embargo!
on belligerents.
Myer Alpert contended that it is
impossible to make rigid rules for
future conduct, and that the best po-
sition is to take events as they come.
He stated that neutrality legislation
would not have kept us out of the
last war and will not keep us out of
another war. Under our form of
representative government, war is
never declared unless the people want
served as class treasurer last year.
Smith, a member of Phi Eta Kappa
social fraternity, is a star track and
SINGLETON ./
GMPII
IS CNLY WOMAN
AMONG 71-IE 6000
SIUDENTS AT THE
COLLEGE OF THE.
CllY OF NEW YORK'
SliE PLANS 1055 A
Ova.. ENGINEER.
DR. J.A. GAMEWELL HAS KR)
TEACHING AT FFORD COLLEGE FOR_
63 YEARS! HE Is vie OLDEST LIVING
MEMBER CC KAPPA ALF14A FPATEFINTTY.
kVA'
@ARA::
HOUSE RAPES AT oxrcPg u..
ENGL./41J, ARE HELD IN TENU!
it. It is not the economic factors,
! but the emotional factors, which move
the people towards war. Neutrality
legislation may be partially effective
in minimizing the danger of war from
economic causes, but it cannot touch
the vital emotional factors which are
the real causes of moving us to a
declaration of war.
Mr. Alpert advocated a flexible sys-
tem led by experienced men, such as
the President and the Secretary of
State, because they are well informed
and can act quickly.
Professor Reginald Coggeshall will
talk about "Propaganda in the Daily
Press" at the next meeting of the
International Relations Club to be held
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, November
8, in the Faculty Room in South Ste-
vens.
You are no better dressed
than your haircut
See
BILL CASEY
Theatre Bldg. Orono. Me.
cross country man. A past member of 
the Sophomore Owls, he has won sev-
eral scholarships and is a member of
the Pale Blue Key, "M" Club, and
Agricultural Club.
Records
JERRY'S
RADIO HOSPITAL
AU Ir,,k Guarantc,i
31 Mail) St. 011,111t
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YOUll LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
ILtNGOR
Starts Sunday, Mon., Tues.
The mystery
"THE CAT AND THE
CANARY"
%kith
BOb Hope, Paulette Goddard
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
The story of Hollywood
brilliantly portrayed in
"HOLLYWOOD
CAVALCADE"
Alice Faye. Ameche
and a Big Cast
BIJOU
BANGOR
Four days -
Sat., Sun.. Mini., Tues.
-Ilse celebrated case of Edith
Lava in the last World War
now on the screen
"NURSE EDITH
CAVELL"
with
m,„
s, 9, It). Wed , Tinos
"LITTLE ACCIDENT"
with
Baby Sandy. Hugh Herbert
Florence Rice
5TRPN I)
ORONO
Thurs., Nov. 2
Edward G. Robins,„, „,
"BLACKMAIL"
Comedy—Cartoon—Musical
Fri. & Sat.. Nov. 3-4
"DANCING CO-ED"
with
Lana Turner, Richard Carlson
Artie Shaw and Orchestra
also
Football thrills of 1938
News—Novelty
Sun. & Mon.. Nov. 5-6
Mickey Rooney. Judy Garlairl
"BABES IN ARMS"
News—Novelty
Tues., Nov. 7
"This is the Big Nite"
wing
"STOP, LOOK AND
LOVE"
with
Jean Rogers, Wm. Frawley
Cartoon—Comedy—Musical
Wed.. Nov. II
"INDIANAPOLIS
SPEEDWAY"
siwri(Lan. rat O'Brien
News—Comedy—Cartoon
•
NOTICE
An Episcopal Communion
will be held in the M.C.A. build-
ing, Sunday, November 5, at
9:00 a.m. with Father Gordan
Gillette officiating.
Breakfast will follow the ser-
vice, and all students are in-
vited to attend.
•
LOST ON CAMPUS
Stnall black Purse
containing driver's license
Finder please return to
Campus office
•
BOBO
(Continued from Page One)
We sat and shivered all during the
first quarter and then watched the
rest of the game front Shasta. The
windows steamed up somewhat and
most of what we saw was a bunch of
people running helter-skelter from one
end of the field to the other, with
whistles blowing and the spectators
screaming advice once in awhile and
running up and down the sidelines
day. We all sat on one of the bleach-
ers with a steamer rug wrapped
around our legs. The Phi Mu team
kicked off. The only way we could
distinguish one team from the other
was that the Phi Mu's wore orange
sweaters. I don't think Gramp gained
much front Ruthy's explanation about
the different terms, because the game
was a conglomeration of Pig pile and
aerial trapeze.
Psi and Becky had a lot of fun
chasing each other around. Bill tried
to get Psi to butt him, but Becky
wouldn't let Psi near him.
following the plays.
Right at the end of the half, Harry
Ne!son caught a beautiful pass, so
did Ruthy, and made a touchdown, so
did Cramp. No other score was made
the rest of the game. John Derry
practically had his pants torn off and
sprained his little finger. His were
the only casualties. We went home. "
the Phi Mu team the winners of the
Intramural Football games. Mary and
I left Gramp and Ruth parked in
front of Balentine. I guess they're!
still there, sinless they got a ticket
for parking. • 
A.A.U.W.
(Continued from Page One)
the proceeds of which go back to the
University for a loan fund. This loan,
that was inaugurated in 1925 by the
University of Maine branch of the
A.A.U.VV., is given to any eligible
junior or senior girl. The total
amount of one loan is not to exceed
two hundred dollars.
The national organization of A.A.
U.W. has both national and associate
members as graduates of 256 ap-
proved universities and women's col-
leges.
This organization is also interna-
tional with 213 approved schools in
31 of the foreign countries. Its fore-
most aim is the development of op-
portunities for higher education for
women and the creation and mainte-
nace of higher standards in those in-
stitutions admitting women students.
The requirements set by this society
concern not only academic excellence
but the general status of women ad-
mitted.
ii
FLOWERS CORSAGES
LOUIE HARRIS, KS
Campus representative for
O'LOUGHLIN'S
GREENHOUSE
a
Mt
NOTICE
The Camera Club's exhibit
from "American Photography"
displayed on the third floor of
South Stevens Hall will be re-
placed by a traveling exhibit
from "Cameracraft" next Mon-
day evening.
NOTICE
Tryouts for the Masque's next
production, to be presented
Dec. 4, 5, 6, and 7, will be held
in the Little Theatre next Sun-
day and Monday nights at 7
o'clock.
PARKS' HARDWARE& VARIETY
Plumbing, Heating, Oil
Burners, Building Supplies
Brick, Lime, Cement, Lath
Plaster, Wallboard, Siding
Shingles, Insulating Board
and Wool, Builders'
Harware, Paints,
31-37 Mill Street, Orono
Tel. 49-3
•
For Better
Cleaning and Pressing
Call 336
HILLSON'S TAILOR SHOP
Next to Strand Theatre
We sell
Pants and Mackinaws
at very low prices
•
CORSAGES and FLOWERS
THE BANGOR NURSERY FLOWER SHOP
John Dillon, x
Campus representative
Good luck at the Colby game, boys
Farnsworth 's Cafe
DINNERS SANDWICHES 1
•
Portable and Combination
RADIO—VICTROLA SETS
STUDENT LAMPS—FLOOR LAMPS
Main Street
Sec
Bangor - Hydro
Orono, Maine
•
DODGE CLOTHES
SUITS
TOPCOATS $16.75
89 Main St., Bang,or, Mc.
REVERSIBLES
TUXEDOS
•
•
In this scene from
Walter Wanger's current hit
ETERNALLY YOURS
DAVID NIVEN, os the magician, has
put into the glass globe the right
combination of ingredi•na to pro-
duce the beaufitul L OCIFTTA YOUNG .
Just as the right combination of
Ingres:114.0s (the world's best ciga-
retie tobaccos) are put together in
CHESTERFIELD to give you Real Mild-
ness and Better Taste.
Carmen 1959 LIGARTT b Mrsas TOIACCO Cu.
Real Mildness
101
CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
You'll enjoy every Chesterfield
you smoke because you'll find them
cooler, you'll like the taste, and
Chesterfields are definitely milder.
There's a big preference for the
cigarette that really satisfies.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos is
the perfect blend to give you more
smoking pleasure. Make your next
, pack Chesterfield... you can't buy a
better cigarette.
re/
cXr your pleasur
Be RIO/
--4:9_,/thin. alto' n
the world's best
N.carette tobaccos
